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12 July
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13 July

14 July
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Friday

15 July

16 July

Activity: Lockdown Diary
Click on the Powerpoint link to learn about the purpose and language features of a diary.
Click on the 'example' link to read a diary entry and highlight used language features

Learning Intention:
I am learning to identify language features used in a diary entry

Success Criteria:
* I can identify when a diary entry was written
** I can identify time connectives used in a diary entry
*** I can identify personal pronouns, time connectives and past tense verbs in a diary
entry
**** I can identify personal pronouns, time connectives and past tense verbs in a diary
entry and can identify when personal emotions and feelings have been shared by the

Purpose
Diaries are usually used as an informative piece of writing. When you write a diary entry, you
are writing about a day in the life of a real person (usually yourself!) and therefore you are
sharing real information from a specific point of view.

Language Features included in a diary entry
When we write a diary entry, we....

- Include the date that the entry has been made
-We write using past tense
-We use pronouns to write from our point of view
-We write in chronological order and use time connectives to explain when
something is taking place during the day
-Share our personal feelings and emotions

The date
We include the date in diary entries so that the audience knows when the entry
was written.
The date is usually written at the top of the diary entry, to the right of the page
and usually includes the date, month and year.

Past Tense Verbs
A diary entry retells events that have already happened. We therefore write our
verbs using past tense, for example, instead of saying 'I will jump off my bed' we
would say 'I jumped off my bed'

Pronouns
A diary entry retells events from a specific person's point of view. We therefore
write using first person. To do so, we use pronouns in our writing.

Time Connectives
A diary entry should be written in chronological order, meaning that we write
them in the order that they occurred. Time connectives can help us understand
when something is happening.

Personal Emotions and feelings
Because a diary is written from one point of view, personal emotions and feelings
can be conveyed in a diary entry. Your choice of vocabulary can demonstrate if
you are enjoying a specific event or are feeling a specific emotion at the time you
are writing about.

For example...
The following diary entry has included
-the date
-Time connectives
-Pronouns
-Past tense verbs
-Personal emotions

Learning Intention:
I am learning to use knowledge from my own life experiences (schema) and
the information from the text to make inferences.
Success Criteria:
* I can use the image and evidence from the text to make an inference.
** I can use my own schema to link experiences to the text or image.
*** I can combine the evidence from the text or image and my schema to make an inference.
**** I can explain my evidence and use the proper language in my responses (e.g. I infer that...)

Inference Revision
What is inferencing?
Inferencing is using the information
that is in text or image and your
schema (your own knowledge) to
come up with an idea or conclusion.
Text Details + Schema = Inference
Click here to listen to what inferencing is.

Click here
to listen the
inferencing
questions
for this
image.

Activity 1

Click here to listen the
inferencing questions for this
image.

Activity 2

Click here to listen the
inferencing questions for this
image.

Activity 3

Click here to listen the
inferencing questions for this
image.

Learning Intention:
I am learning to use knowledge
from my own life experiences
(schema) and the information
form the text to make inferences.
Success Criteria:
* I can use the image and
evidence from the text to make
an inference.
** I can use my own schema to
link experiences to the text or
image.
*** I can combine the evidence
from the text or image and my
schema to make an inference.
**** I can explain my evidence
and use the proper language in
my responses (e.g. I infer that...)

Reflection
1.
2.
3.
4.

What did you learn from today's lesson?
What did you find challenging?
What would you rate yourself against the success criteria?
Show your work by posting a picture on ClassDojo and send a
picture with your thumbs showing your teacher how you think
you went against the success criteria.

Daily TEN Activity: Place Value
Learning Intention:
We are revising the concept of place value in three, four and five
digit numbers.
.
Success Criteria
*I can order and expand three digit numbers.
**I can order and expand four digit numbers.
*** I can order and expand five digit numbers.
**** I can arrange five digit numbers into ascending and descending order

You will need:
•





Watch videos (In Class Dojo links)
Worksheets (In Class Dojo link) or a piece of paper to record
your answers.
Six-sided dice (in take home pack on online dice could also be
used)
A device to upload a photo/video of your work

Instructions:
1.Choose which level of place value that you are working on in class
(HUNDREDS, THOUSANDS, TEN THOUSANDS).
2. Roll the dice and record the numbers you roll. Write the numbers
on paper or on the sheet in the take home pack.
3.Draw what the base TEN blocks would look like.
4. Record the number in expanded form:
256 would be 200+50 +6
5. Have an adult or sibling ask you
what the value of each digit is. For example, what is the value of
2 in 256? The answer would be 200.
6. Another option would be to put the numbers
you rolled in ascending and then descending order.
7. Take a photo or video of your work and upload it
to Class Dojo.

Mathematics: Chance and Data

You will need:

Learning Intention
We are revising chance and conducting a chance experiment.



Success Criteria
*I can predict the outcome of a chance experiment.
**I can use tally marks and create a graph to represent data.
***I can interpret the results of my chance experiment.
**** I can compare the results of the chance experiment to the expected
outcome.





Worksheets (In Class Dojo links) or a piece of paper to record your
answers.
6 sided playing dice (can be constructed from sheet in take home pack or an
online dice may be used).
A device to upload a photo/video of your work

Instructions
1. When we talk about chance we use the words likely, unlikely, impossible,
certain and even chance. Identify a possible event to match each word or use
the worksheet in the take home pack to match the events to the chance
vocabulary.
2.Use the dice toss experiment worksheet in the take home pack or on class dojo
to predict the outcome of the dice toss experiment. Predict whether the lucky
number six will be rolled more times than the other numbers.
3. Roll a six-sided dice 18 times. Use tally marks to record the results of your
chance experiment.
4.Turn the tally marks into a graph and answer the questions provided.
Alternatively, you could write three statements about your graph.
5. Think about whether the results were what you expected. Repeat the
experiment to see if you get the same or similar results.
6. Take a photo or video of your work and upload it to Class Dojo.
7. Rate yourself against the success criteria.

See the next slides for some Can Do activities!
We would love to see how you go with these so please share them to your ClassDojo portfolio if you complete any or all of
these activities.

Activity:

Art
Realistic Shading
Learning Intention:
I am learning to shade and contrast a picture to make it look more realistic.
Success Criteria:
* I can draw a picture with some shading following step by step instructions.
** I can draw a picture with consistent shading following step by step instructions.
*** I can draw a realistic picture shading and contrasting following step by step instructions.

Realistic Shading
• You will need a plain piece of A4
paper and a sharp pencil.
• Watch the entire video on shading
• https://video.link/w/0IF3c
• Now go through and follow the artist
on you own piece of paper. (This does
not need to be perfect is just PRACTICE).
• Experiment with shading on you
own piece of paper.
• Upload your practice work onto your
Dojo portfolio.

Activity:

Physical Activity – Fundamental Movement Skills
Healthy Eating
Learning Intention:
I am learning to keep active at home to keep myself healthy and make healthy choices with food
Success Criteria:
* I can make healthy choices to ensure I am eating a healthy diet
** I can stretch out my muscles to improve flexibility and reduce risk of injury when playing sport
*** I can perform fundamental movement skills that will train me to complete more complex games

Watch the video to stretch and warm up your body

Remember to include some fruit and vegetables in your
diet today
Write down all the healthy foods you have chosen to eat
today and share on ClassDojo

For this activity you will need to find some items that will help you perform the activities. At school we would usually use a
ball and target. If you don’t have any of these, you can use:
• Ball – socks rolled up in a ball, paper scrunched up (needs to be a lot to give it weight), cans, bottles
• Target – laundry basket, fruit basket, cardboard box
Have someone record or take pictures of you completing the activity and post onto your ClassDojo for your teacher to
see!

Overarm Throw
• Place your Target at least 10 steps away from you
• Standing facing your target, place your hand up
to your ear with your ball
• Your other hand needs to be pointing in the
direction of the basket, this will help guide your
throw
• Step with one foot (opposite to the arm you are
throwing from)
• Throw the ball with your arm following through
after it has been thrown towards your hip
• Keep going and challenge yourself to get at least
10 shots in the basket
• Challenge any family members!

For this activity you will need to find some items that will help you perform the activities. At school we would
usually use a ball and target. If you don’t have any of these, you can use:
• Ball – socks rolled up in a ball, paper scrunched up (needs to be a lot to give it weight), cans, bottles
• Target – laundry basket, fruit basket, cardboard box
Have someone record or take pictures of you completing the activity and post onto your ClassDojo for your
teacher to see!

Undearm Throw
• You are going to be using a pushing force
• With the ball in your hand, swing your arm back
• Step forward with the foot opposite from your
throwing hand
• Toss the ball forwards into the basket without
bouncing
• Your hand follows through with the ball to at least
chest level
• Again, challenge any family members
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Activity: Lockdown Diary
Click the link to visit a WAGOLL Diary Entry. Post a diary entry of your day to class
Portfolio
Learning Intention:
I am learning to write a draft diary entry

Success Criteria:
* I can include the date in my diary entry and share my ideas using pictures
** I can include the date and use past tense verbs in my diary entry
*** I can include the date and use past tense verbs, personal pronouns and time
connectives in my diary entry
**** I can include the date and use past tense verbs, personal pronouns and time
connectives in my diary entry. I can convey my personal feelings and emotions

Activity:
Log on to your PM eCollection and read a book (or chapter of) from your reading box or reading level
or read a book that you have at home. Record yourself and share to your teacher on ClassDojo.
Focus on reading with fluency and expression. If there are any words in your text that you don’t
understand read the words around it to see if you can work it out or use a dictionary to find the
meaning.
Learning Intention:
I am learning to read with fluency and expression.
This is because:
Reading with fluency and expression helps me to better understand what I am reading.
Success Criteria:
* I can read with fluency so my reading flows.
** I can read with expression to make my reading interesting.
*** I can use strategies to find out the meaning of tricky words.

Activity:
Open the Wk1 Spelling activity sheet to see your spelling focus – 5 words each for phonological,
morphemic and etymological spelling have been provided to get you started. There are 4 activities
for you to complete with your spelling words.
Learning Intention:
I am learning to use spelling rules to spell familiar and some unfamiliar words.
This is because:
We need to be able to use a range of strategies to accurately spell words in our writing.
Success Criteria:
* I can identify 5 more words to fit my spelling focus
** I can identify the phonemes within words and show them using different colours.
*** I can write compound sentences using my spelling words and FANBOYS.

Look at the example (phonological
focus) to see how to complete the
activity sheet. All students use the
phonological focus to play scategories.
Please try to think of your own words and
sentences, mine are examples for you!

Daily TEN Activity: Place Value

You will need:

Learning Intention:
We are revising the concept of place value in three, four and five
digit numbers.

•




Success Criteria
*I can order and expand three digit numbers.
**I can order and expand four digit numbers.
*** I can order and expand five digit numbers.
**** I can arrange five digit numbers into ascending and descending order

Watch videos In Class Dojo links).
Worksheets (In Class Dojo links) or a piece of paper to record your answers.
Six-sided dice (in take home pack on online dice could also be used)
A device to upload a photo/video of your work

Instructions:
1.Choose which level of place value that you are working on in class (HUNDREDS,
THOUSANDS, TEN THOUSANDS).
2. Roll the dice and record the numbers you roll. Write the numbers on paper or
on the sheet in the take home pack.
3.Draw what the base TEN blocks would look like.
4. Record the number in expanded form:
256 would be 200+50 +6
5. Have an adult or sibling ask
you what the value of each digit is. For example, what is the value of 2 in 256?
The answer would be 200.
6. Another option would be to put the numbers you rolled in ascending and
then descending order.
7. Take a photo or video of your work and upload it to Class Dojo.
8. Rate yourself against the success criteria.

Mathematics: Money
Learning Intention:
We are revising how to add and subtract money. We are also revising how to
calculate change.
Success Criteria
* I can use a variety of strategies to add small amounts of money together
to calculate the total.
**I can use a variety of strategies to subtract small amounts of money to
calculate the difference.
***I can use a variety of strategies to calculate change.
****I can explain how I calculated my answers.

You will need:
 Worksheets (In Class Dojo links) or a piece of paper to record your answers.
 6-sided playing dice (or an online dice).
 A device to upload a photo/video of your work
Instructions
1. Remember to use a variety of smart strategies to add and
subtract money.
When we calculate change, we can count on or count back to find the answer.
2. Roll your dice and perform the calculation according to the number rolled.
3. Record your change for each roll. After three rolls add your change together to
calculate the total.
4. If playing by yourself, repeat this three times. If you are playing with others
compare your
totals to see which player earned the most change.
5.Take a photo or video of your work and upload it to Class Dojo.

See the next slides for some Can Do activities!
We would love to see how you go with these so please share them to your ClassDojo portfolio if you complete any or all of
these activities.

Activity:

Drama
Readers Theatre
Learning Intention:
I am learning about readers theatre and its purpose.
Success Criteria:
*I can work as a team to perform a reader’s theatre script.
** I can read my character lines using some expression and fluency.
*** I can read my character lines using expression and fluency and I can comprehend what I am reading.

Activity:

Physical Education – Workout Routine
Healthy Eating

Learning Intention:
I am learning to Complete workout routines that will keep our bodies fit and healthy
Success Criteria:
* I can eat 2 pieces of fruit or vegetable a day
** I can stretch my muscles, so they are ready to complete physical activity
*** I can perform a workout routine that aims at strengthening my muscles and fitness level

Remember to include some fruit and vegetables in your
diet today
Write down all the healthy foods you have chosen to eat
today and share on ClassDojo

Watch the video to stretch and warm up your body

Challenge yourself to complete the workout routine.
Don’t forget a water bottle and towel to wipe away that sweat!

Dont forget to record
yourself and upload to
ClassDojo
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Activity: Lockdown Diary
Click the link to visit a WAGOLL Diary Entry. Post a diary entry of your day to class
Portfolio
Learning Intention:
I am learning to write a draft diary entry

Success Criteria:
* I can include the date in my diary entry and share my ideas using pictures
** I can include the date and use past tense verbs in my diary entry
*** I can include the date and use past tense verbs, personal pronouns and time
connectives in my diary entry
**** I can include the date and use past tense verbs, personal pronouns and time
connectives in my diary entry. I can convey my personal feelings and emotions

Learning Intention:
I am learning to show understanding of the text by identifying the main idea
and supporting details.
Success Criteria:
* I can look at the title of the text to help me make a prediction about the main idea.
** I can determine relevant the supporting details of a text.
*** I can use skimming and scanning techniques to help find the main idea of the text.
**** I can use specific evidence when writing about what the main idea of the text is.

Click
here to
here
what
Finding
the main
idea is.

Finding the Main Idea
When we look for the main idea, we are looking for the
most important point or idea that the author is telling
their audience.
Ways that we can find the main idea:
• Look at the title of the text.
• See if there are pictures that can give us clues.
• Use our skimming and scanning techniques.
• Read the first and last sentences of each paragraphs.
• Look for the repeated words, information, or themes in the
text.

The main idea is: During winter, the right clothes can keep you warm.
Activity 1: You have been given the main idea above. What are the supporting details for this main idea?
Remember that some of these facts are not supporting details for our main idea.
Your activity is on ClassDojo to complete.
A fireplace can keep you
warm when it snows.

Wearing socks keep your
feet warm.

Warm air rises.

Leather jackets look great
in the winter.

Wearing a scarf in cold
weather keeps your neck
warm.

Earmuffs help protect your
ears from cold winds.

Blue and pick dotted socks
look very cute.

Drinking hot chocolate on a
cold day will make you feel
warm.

Wearing more than one
jacket will keep your body
warm when you go outside.

Clothes made of wool are
warmer than most other
fabrics.

Wearing a hat can help the
heat from escaping your
head.

Wear a watch and so you
know what time it will be.

It is important to keep your
pet inside when it is cold.

Waterproof shoes keep
your feet warm and dry.

Gloves help keep your
hands warm on cold days.

Sleeping in a warm bed is
the best thing to do on a
cold day.

The main idea is: During winter, the right clothes can keep you warm.
How did you go?
Did you get all of the supporting ideas correct?
Did you find this activity challenging?
A fireplace can keep you
warm when it snows.

Wearing socks keep your
feet warm.

Warm air rises.

Leather jackets look great
in the winter.

Wearing a scarf in cold
weather keeps your neck
warm.

Earmuffs help protect your
ears from cold winds.

Blue and pick dotted socks
look very cute.

Drinking hot chocolate on a
cold day will make you feel
warm.

Wearing more than one
jacket will keep your body
warm when you go outside.

Clothes made of wool are
warmer than most other
fabrics.

Wearing a hat can help the
heat from escaping your
head.

Wear a watch and so you
know what time it will be.

It is important to keep your
pet inside when it is cold.

Waterproof shoes keep
your feet warm and dry.

Gloves help keep your
hands warm on cold days.

Sleeping in a warm bed is
the best thing to do on a
cold day.

Activity 2:
There are 4
paragraphs to the
right. Your task is to
read each of the
short paragraphs
and determine which
main idea would
match the text.
Use the task on
ClassDojo to draw
lines from the main
idea to the
paragraph.

Activity 3:
Read the text and answer the focus
questions about the main idea.
1. Who or what is this paragraph
about?
2. What is the most important
information about the who or the
what?
3. Restate the main idea in 15 words
or less.
Complete the Shark – Main Idea
Task on ClassDojo.

Learning Intention:
I am learning to show
understanding of the text by
identifying the main idea and
supporting details.
Success Criteria:

* I can look at the title of the text to
help me make a prediction about the
main idea.
** I can determine the relev ant
supporting details of a text.
*** I can use skimming and scanning
techniques to help find the main idea
of the text.
**** I can use specific ev idence when
writing about what the main idea of
the text is.

Reflection
1.
2.
3.
4.

What did you learn from today's lesson?
What did you find challenging?
What would you rate yourself against the success criteria?
Show your work by posting a picture on ClassDojo and send a
picture with your thumbs showing your teacher how you think
you went against the success criteria.

Daily TEN Activity: Place Value
Learning Intention:
We are revising the concept of place value in three, four and five
digit numbers.
Purpose
We are learning this because it is important to understand how numbers are
formed.
Success Criteria
*I can order and expand three digit numbers.
**I can order and expand four digit numbers.
*** I can order and expand five digit numbers.
**** I can arrange five digit numbers into ascending and descending order

You will need:
•




Watch videos (In Class Dojo links)
Worksheets (In Class Dojo links) or a piece of paper to record your answers.
Six-sided dice (in take home pack on online dice could also be used)
A device to upload a photo/video of your work

Instructions:
1.Choose which level of place value that you are working on in class (HUNDREDS,
THOUSANDS, TEN THOUSANDS).
2. Roll the dice and record the numbers you roll. Write the numbers on paper or on the
sheet in the take home pack.
3.Draw what the base TEN blocks would look like.
4. Record the number in expanded form:
256 would be 200+50 +6
5. Have an adult or sibling ask you what the value of each digit
is. For example, what is the value of 2 in 256? The answer would be 200.
6. Another option would be to put the numbers you rolled in ascending and
then descending order.
7. Take a photo or video of your work and upload it to Class Dojo.
8. Rate yourself against the success criteria.

Mathematics: Multiplication
Learning Intention
We are revising our multiplication skills and strategies.
Success Criteria:
*I can solve multiplication problems using drawings or concrete materials.
**I can use a variety of strategies to subtract small amounts of money to
calculate the difference.
*** I can use a variety of strategies to calculate change.
****I can explain how I calculated my answers.

You will need:
 Worksheets (In Class Dojo links) or a piece of paper to record your
answers.
 6 sided playing dice (pr an online dice may be used).
 A device to upload a photo/video of your work.
Instructions
1. Revise the strategies that can be used to multiply.
2. Use playing cards or the number cards in the take home
pack, multiply the two number together. Repeat this 9 times.
3. Record your answers and strategy used after every roll.
4. OPTION: write the matching division fact for each of your rolls.
For example, 5x 3=15 so 15÷3 =5 or 15÷5=3
5. Take a photo or video of your work and upload it to Class Dojo.

See the next slides for some Can Do activities!
We would love to see how you go with these so please share them to your ClassDojo portfolio if you complete any or all of
these activities.

Activity:

Music
Exploring Rhythm and Pulse
Learning Intention:
I am learning to create a simple beat and add phrases to our beat.

Success Criteria:
*I can keep a steady clapping beat.
** I can keep a steady clapping beat and sing along to the simple beat.
*** I can create and perform different rhythm patterns

Activity:

Physical Activity – Yoga and Mindfulness
Healthy Eating

Learning Intention:
I am learning to complete yoga exercise that will increase my flexibility and strengthen muscles
Success Criteria:
* I can make healthy choices by choosing fruit or vegetables as my snack
** I can stretch my body to help get my muscles ready for physical activity
*** I can use balance skills and deep breathing to build strength

Remember to include some fruit and vegetables in your
diet today
Challenge yourself to eat at least 2 pieces of fruit or
vegetable today. Show your teacher on ClassDojo

Click the video below to access your
Yoga Class. Follow along and upload a
video or photo of you completing the
activity onto your Portfolio
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Activity: Lockdown Diary
Click the link to visit a WAGOLL Diary Entry. Post a diary entry of your day to class
Portfolio
Learning Intention:
I am learning to write a draft diary entry

Success Criteria:
* I can include the date in my diary entry and share my ideas using pictures
** I can include the date and use past tense verbs in my diary entry
*** I can include the date and use past tense verbs, personal pronouns and time
connectives in my diary entry
**** I can include the date and use past tense verbs, personal pronouns and time
connectives in my diary entry. I can convey my personal feelings and emotions

Activity:
Log on to your PM eCollection and read a book (or chapter of) from your reading box or reading level
or read a book that you have at home. Record yourself and share to your teacher on ClassDojo.
Focus on reading with fluency and expression. If there are any words in your text that you don’t
understand read the words around it to see if you can work it out or use a dictionary to find the
meaning.
Learning Intention:
I am learning to read with fluency and expression.
This is because:
Reading with fluency and expression helps me to better understand what I am reading.
Success Criteria:
* I can read with fluency so my reading flows.
** I can read with expression to make my reading interesting.
*** I can use strategies to find out the meaning of tricky words.

Activity:
Select the word you find the most challenging/interesting from your list this week and complete a
word of the day sheet. See example attached on the next slide.

Learning Intention:
I am learning to investigate words to support me in spelling, reading and writing.
This is because:
Knowing how to break words down into different parts helps me with reading and writing.
Success Criteria:
*I can identify rhyming words, syllables, letters and sounds of my chosen word.
**I can find and record small words inside my chosen word.
***I can identify the part of speech that my word is and use it in a sentence with correct
punctuation.

Example for Visual and Phonological

Example for Morphemic and Etymological

Daily TEN Activity: Place Value

You will need:

Learning Intention:
We are revising the concept of place value in three, four and five
digit numbers.



•




Success Criteria
*I can order and expand three digit numbers.
**I can order and expand four digit numbers.
*** I can order and expand five digit numbers.
**** I can arrange five digit numbers into ascending and descending order

Watch videos (In Class Dojo links)
Worksheets (In Class Dojo links) or a piece of paper to record
your answers.
Six-sided dice (in take home pack on online dice could also be
used)
A device to upload a photo/video of your work

Instructions:
1.Choose which level of place value that you are working on in class
(HUNDREDS, THOUSANDS, TEN THOUSANDS).
2. Roll the dice and record the numbers you roll. Write the numbers
on paper or on the sheet in the take home pack.
3.Draw what the base TEN blocks would look like.
4. Record the number in expanded form:
256 would be 200+50 +6
5. Have an adult or
sibling ask you what the value of each digit is. For example, what i
s the value of 2 in 256? The answer would be 200.
6. Another option would be to
put the numbers you rolled in ascending and
then descending order.
7. Take a photo or video of your work and upload it to Class Dojo.
8. Rate yourself against the success criteria.

Daily TEN Activity: Position
Learning Intention:
We are revising our how to use coordinates and compass directions.
Success Criteria
* I can use coordinates to locate objects on a grid map.
** I can use compass directions North, East, South, West
to describe position on a map.
***I can use compass directions North-East, North-West, South-East, SouthWest to describe position on a map.
**** I can apply my knowledge of coordinates to play a game using a
square popit.

You will need:

• Worksheets (In Class Dojo links) or a piece of paper to record your
answers.
• OPTIONAL: Square Popit
• A device to upload a photo/video of your work
Instructions
1. Revise your knowledge of coordinates and compass directions.
2. Complete the attached worksheets or use paper to
record your answers.
3. OPTION: Make a picture on a square poppit.
Record the coordinates you use to make it. Have someone else in your
family make your picture on a popit using the coordinates you recorded.
4. Take a photo or video of your work and upload it to Class Dojo.
.

See the next slides for some Can Do activities!
We would love to see how you go with these so please share them to your ClassDojo portfolio if you complete any or all of
these activities.

Activity:

Dance
Hip-Hop
Learning Intention:
I am learning to practice and perform a hip hop dance and use these steps to create my own hip hop
dance.
Success Criteria:
* I can practice and perform a hip hop dance following step by step instructions.
**I can create my own hip hop dance using six different dance moves.
*** I can perform my own hip hop dance to music and upload it to Class Dojo.

A History Of Hip
Hop Dance
• Hip-hop dance is a unique and
exciting style of street dance that is
most commonly performed to hiphop music.
• Hip-hop dance is a vibrant form
of dance that combines a variety of
freestyle movements to create a
cultural piece of art.
• Through its three main styles of
popping, locking, and breaking, hiphop dance has evolved into one of
the most popular and influential
styles of dance.

Now it's your turn to learn some hip-hop moves.
Watch the video and practice and perform the different hip-hop moves.

Now create your own hip-hop dance. Your dance should include six different moves and each move
should be repeated four times.
Perform your new hip-hop dance to music and have a family member record you.
Upload your hip-hop dance to ClassDojo.

Activity:

Physical Activity – Home Workout
Healthy Eating

Learning Intention:
I am learning to keep healthy by staying active and eating fruits and vegetables
Success Criteria:
* I can make healthy choices by choosing fruit or vegetables to eat as a snack
** I can stretch and warm up my body ready for activity
*** I can complete fitness workouts that strengthen my muscles and keep me fit

Remember to include some fruit and vegetables in your
diet today
Challenge yourself to eat at least 2 pieces of fruit or
vegetable today. Show your teacher on ClassDojo

Complete the fitness workout at home.
Have someone record you completing
the activity and show your teachers on
ClassDojo

